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Editors’s Letter: Joseph Soler, MD

Thoughts on Senator Daschle’s Book
“CRITICAL – What can we do about the Health-Care Crisis.”
By Joseph Soler, MD
I just finished reading Senator Tom Daschle’s book “CRITICAL – What can we do about the Health-Care
Crisis.” The very top of the book cover has the by-line “Sen. Daschle brings fresh thinking to this problem.” –
Senator Barack Obama. It is an easy read, which will only take about two hours since most of you are knowledgeable of the current system. Failure to read it is like embarking on a journey without the road map.

Tom Daschle will head President Obama’s Health and Human Services Department and Senator Baucus
(D), Chairman of the Senate’s Finance Committee, has already proposed a plan based on Daschle’s book. The main
concept is “a Federal Health Board, modeled loosely on the Federal Reserve System. It would create a public framework for a largely private health-care system. Its main job would be to develop the standards and structure for a
health system that ensures accessible, affordable, and high quality care.”

He acknowledges that “a pure single-payer system is politically problematic in the United States…and another alternative is to strengthen our current employer-based health-care system…that most people get through their
employer.” He supports an “employer mandate” to provide health coverage or a tax on businesses that do not want
to provide it.

The Board would create and set the standards for a national insurance exchange where people could buy
private policies at group rates. The Board would also create “a government-run insurance program modeled after
Medicare” that would provide an alternative to the private policies. This independent board would create a single
set of standards.

For those unable to afford insurance, either private or Board sponsored, the government would provide help
on a sliding scale to those in need. “Perhaps it could guarantee that nobody has to pay more than a certain percentage of their income for health insurance” or via “refundable tax credit.”
It is a noble idea that needs national discussion at this time. There are many other concepts in the book that will
need detailed attention, but the one issue that I did not perceive in the book was personal responsibility.

Personal responsibility was one of President Obama’s theme of his Inaugural Address and it will be the key
factor as to whether this health-care initiative succeeds or not. The heavy weight of multiple chronic, but preventable diseases, such as obesity, uncontrolled hypertension, uncontrolled cholesterol and marginally controlled diabetes has created a mountainous disease burden. No health-care system can simultaneously handle that load and the
high expectations of our culture.

The program has Basic, Better or Best levels depending on whether the employee obtains a yearly health examination from their physician, completes a computer based Wellness Profile and Risk Assessment, non-tobacco user or
attend tobacco cessation programs and completes the age appropriate screenings: Mammogram, Colonoscopy, Pap
Smear, Prostate and Skin exams which are paid by the plan. The Plan also requires individuals with a diabetic diagnosis to complete annual evidence-based exams and tests such as ophthalmology and feet exams.
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EDITOR’S LETTER Con’t. from pg. 3

Since 2006 Manatee County Government has addressed the issue of personal patient responsibility. Manatee
County employees have a self-insured program that stresses personal patient responsibility. Mr. Robert Goodman, who is
the Health Benefits Manager of the Manatee County’s insurance program, created it and it is called Manatee “Your
Choice” Health Plan. The insurance plan charges employees the same yearly fee, but the benefits that it pays for employees is dependent on their personal responsibility to complete evidence-based Qualifying Events and decisions in the Wellness Program.

The Best Plan pays approximately 92% of all medical expenses, the Better Plan is the usual insurance plan and pays approximately 70-80% of medical expenses, and the Basic Plan pays approximately 52% of medical expenses. The employee pays the remainder. Children are automatically in the Best Plan. All children must annually complete a wellness
exam with their Pediatrician or Family Physician, immunizations current and a preventive dental program including exam,
x-ray and cleaning.

In 2005, when Mr. Goodman and I discussed the concept, as Medical Director of the Plan, we expected only a
35% initial compliance in the Wellness Program. It exceeded our expectations, and now we have 88.5% of the employees
and spouses participating in the Best Plan. This has resulted in healthier employees that now have a primary care physician that can address illness prevention and also manage any medical issues before they become medical problems. Before
the concept, only 30% of employees had a primary care physician. Costs are lower than traditional insurance and the
benefits to the patients, physicians, and the County are excellent.

Manatee “Your Choice” Plan has a 69% generic medication utilization rate, whereas as traditional insurance plans
have a 50 to 55% rate. We started a Bariatric program in Manatee County, before such programs were popular, that has
been cited as a model in an international medical journal.

We do not micro-manage physicians by requiring pre-approval for CT or MRI from their offices and staff. We
recognize that mandated pre-approval is a very heavy burden on physicians’ practices in terms of staff and time required
to obtain such approvals. In the traditional insurance model, it is handled by an entry level non-medical person with scant
knowledge of medical problems, that only reads from a pre-scripted page, and they do not give approval until 2-3 days
later, and the approval is “conditional” for it requires another level of insurance company scrutiny, thus potentially cost
shifting the expense to the patient.

Rather than utilizing insurers’ Call Centers, Manatee has on site 3 RN Patient Advocates and other professionals
to work with their members and physicians’ patients. Since they can become well aware of the patient’s medical problems
and needs, we have had several instances in which we send the patient to their physician’s office with a list of already approved procedures, which expedites treatment for the patient and unburdens the physician’s busy office staff. When was
the last time an insurance plan did that for you?
Personal Responsibility will be one of the foundation stones of any successful health-care plan. “Real reform is
often deceptively simple” as noted by Mr. Holhman Jenkins in the Wall Street Journal, and can lead to sweeping changes
in behavior.
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2009 Medicare physician payment rule published
From AMA Advocacy Update
On November 19, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) published a final regulation in the Federal Register on the
2009 Medicare physician payment schedule. The rule describes numerous changes that take effect in 2009, including: an across-theboard payment update of 1.1% as required by the Medicare Improvements for Patients and providers Act of 2008 (MIPPA); a 2%
incentive payment for reporting on Physician Quality Reporting Initiative (PQRI) measures; and an additional 2% incentive payment
for electronic prescribing.
In addition, the rule reflects the final phase-in of the most recent update to the geographic practice cost indices (GPCIs); the third
year of the transition to revised practice expense relative values; changes in certain relative values due to adoption of RUC recommendations; and a shift of the budget neutrality adjustment from the work relative values to the conversion factor.
When the various changes in payment rates for services are combined, those specialties estimated to benefit most, with an average
4% increase, include infectious disease specialist, psychiatrists and emergency physicians, followed by 2-3% increases for anesthesiologist, cardiac surgeons, colorectal surgeons, intensivist, family physicians, gastroenterologist, general surgeons, geriatricians, internist and several others. Specialties experiencing average decreases of 1%-2% include allergist, cardiologists, oncologist and nuclear physicians. No net payment changes are estimated for radiologists, urologist, ophthalmologists and orthopedic surgeons.
The final rule is available at: http://www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/fedreg/a081119c.html
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GUEST EDITOR’S MESSAGE

Have you seen them? They used to be among us. They used to be in your neighborhoods.
We depend on them for our very life; from the day we're born till the day we die, inclusive; and there are fewer and fewer in
Florida.
I am speaking about your doctors. The Florida health care task force knows that there are 54,000 licensed physicians in Florida,
and as pointed out in a recent response to an earlier column, that translates to an increase each year keeping up with the Florida
population.
The numbers alone are very deceiving, however. The numbers don't tell you that 25 percent of these licensed physicians do not
even live in Florida. The numbers don't tell you that 26 percent of the total are part-time physicians practicing less than 20 hours
each week.
Additionally, some 13 percent of Florida doctors say they plan to leave the state or reduce or end their practice over the next
five years. Thirty-two percent of physicians in Florida were approaching retirement age (ages 55 and over) in 2004. That leaves
somewhere between 27,000 and 34,000 full-time equivalent doctors caring for 15 million Floridians, a number estimated to be
50 percent too little.
Current Department of Health data show that over half of active, licensed Florida physicians are over 50 years of age. More than
22 percent are older than 65. Some trial attorneys will lay blame wherever they can to deflect their own involvement in the disappearance. They blame public policy in 1970, or various organizations, or blame it on national trends; but the reality is that
your doctors are leaving in part because of the legal system. And I know where they are going. Florida now has seven medical
schools because the Legislature is aware of the shortage of physicians. It approved three new schools in the last five years. Florida ranks 41st in the number of medical students per capita and 46th in the per capita number of medical residents.
But neither Gov. Charlie Christ nor state lawmakers can make the new doctors stay in Florida. We can pay for medical student
training at a cost of about $250,000, and they burden themselves with another $200,000 of debt only to leave Florida at the rate
of 86 percent.
Florida is spending your tax dollars to train physicians for export out of Florida! A private medical school graduating 135 physicians in 2008 had only four new doctors planning to stay in Florida. Well, as promised, I know where the doctors are going, and
I will tell you why. Physicians are moving to Texas. That's because the Texas Legislature in 2003 passed a comprehensive package of tort reform designed to reduce the frequency of medical malpractice lawsuits, the size of malpractice payments, and physicians' insurance premiums. In 2006 the number of applications for medical licenses in Texas is up over 30 percent from 2005.
The Texas Board of Medicine was so unprepared for this transfer of talent into their state that the processing time per licensee
increased from 20 days to over six months, and they are behind in processing almost 3,000 applications. New physicians moving to Texas means more and easier access to health care for all Texans.
Florida created a surgeon general position last year whose main mission is to obtain better patient access to health care. If our
surgeon general, Ana M. Viamonte Ros, M.D., could spend her time advocating for tort reform like the statesmen in Texas, we
could be flooded with applications for new physicians and the access problem would solve itself.
Florida is a very doctor-unfriendly state, and our medical students and out of state colleagues know this. The doctors around the
country learn this from recruiters who encourage them to go elsewhere. You will continue to hear about doctor shortages here
and there, closed emergency rooms and or hospitals; long trips to deliver a baby or find a specialist.
When we the people are ready to address the issues as they have in Texas with real and comprehensive tort reform, be prepared
for a migration of doctors to Florida. Your own access to health care will increase as will the rest of your neighbors. Until then,
if you need a doctor, go west to Texas because that's where the doctors are going. No matter how much they advertise that they
are there for you, the lawyers can't help when you're having chest pain, and Texas is a long way to find a doctor.
By JACK JAWITZ
The Tampa Tribune
Published: September 17, 2008
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Qualified Plan 2009 Contribution Limits
By Jim Tollerton, CLU, ChFC
The 2009 contribution limits for qualified plans have been released by the IRS

Plan Type

2009 Limits

Defined Contribution Plan

$49,000

Traditional Defined Benefit

The new income maximum is $195,000/year.
The overall annual compensation limit is increased to $245,000/year.

New Contribution Limits
for Retirement Savings
Plans

If You’re Under Age 50

If You’re Age 50 or Over
“Catch-up” Provision

401(k), 403(b), Section 457 &
SAR-SEP
SIMPLE IRA Plans

$16,500

$22,000

$11,500

$14,000

IRA’s

If You’re Under Age 50

If You’re Age 50 or Over
“Catch-up” Provision

Traditional IRA

$5,000

$6,000

Roth IRA (non-deductible, but
tax-free upon distribution)

$5,000

$6,000

As always, one should consult appropriate tax counsel for advice on how these new limits affect an individual situation.
If we at Professional Benefits, Inc. can be of assistance, please call on us. 957-1310 or
(800) 741-5170
9
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Special thanks to the following Sponsors!!
Great Gatsby Sponsor
Pinnacle Medical Group

Jazz Sponsor
Center for Sight
Coastal Orthopedic
Kitchner & Pierro
Manatee Memorial/Lakewood Ranch

Rag-Time Sponsor
21st Century Oncology
Blake Medical Center
Blalock, Walters, Held & Johnson, PA
Bradenton Cardiology
Bradenton Herald
FPIC
Manatee Surgical Center
Regions Bank

THE ESSENCE OF DESTINY
Watch your thoughts, for they
become words. Choose your words, for
they become actions. Understand your
actions, for they become habits. Study
your habits, for they will become your
character. Develop your character, for it
becomes your
destiny.
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Dr. & Mrs. Hill
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas

Alan & Michele Longely

Dr. Laura Ottiavini, Dr. & Mrs. Gross,
Dr. & Mrs. Muraswki

Dr. Mathew Allen, Maggie Lacher,
Dr. & Mrs. Turalba

Dr. & Mrs. Koselak

David Parks & Connie Boudreaux

Dr. & Mrs. Clulow
Pam Tessieri &
Kerry Rivas

Dr. & Mrs. Soler

Dina Montero & Olga Torres
Valerie, Liz & Dave Gatlin, Stephenie Myers &
Elise Cowherd
Stephenie Myers, Dr. Jennifer
McCullen & Elise Cowherd

Dr. Moscoso, Kim Choates,
Dr. & Mrs. Pennebacker

On behalf of the Board Governors of the Manatee County Medical Society, we send a heartfelt thank you,
to all our sponsors of the Holiday Ball. Also, to all who attended our event. Without all of you we could not
have had accomplished what we set out to do! It was a lovely evening and we raised a total of $54,325
which will benefit Community Haven, Manatee Medical Educational Foundation,
Manatee County Medical Society, Rubonia Day Care and We Care Manatee.
Sponsors are listed on page 20
Photos are compliments of Susan Wilcox of the Bradenton Herald. Thank you!!
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New resources can help doctors with PQRI
Physicians participating in the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services Physician Quality Reporting Initiative (PQRI)
have new resources at their disposal that can make it easier to report clinical performance data.
Developed by the AMA, these resources can help physicians report data for the six measures groups and the 131 individual quality measures that can be reported through claims-based submission. They include a data collection sheet that
incorporates all of the individual measure-specific information in one step-by-step worksheet for clinical use and office
and billing staffs.
Of the 153 measures in the 2009 PQRI, 112 were developed by the AMA-convened Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement®, oftentimes in collaboration with the National Committee for Quality Assurance and/or a medical
specialty society.
Additionally, the AMA recently delivered an online educational program (http://eo2.commpartners.com/users/ama/
session.php?id=1846) on the 2009 PQRI that detailed:
• New options for claims reporting in 2009, both for individual measures and measures groups
• Strategies to determine which measures apply to your practice
• Key elements of performance measures in the 2009 program, including how to use the specifications and other
available resources

•Tips to facilitate more accurate reporting
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FMA 2009 LEGISLATIVE AGENDA
ISSUES TO SUPPORT:
MEDICAID TO MEDICARE
Increase the reimbursement rate for Medicaid to that of Medicare.
MANAGED CARE
Expand the legislation that passed in 2008 to require insurance companies to honor assignment for out-of-network physicians. Pass legislation that would prohibit insurance companies from denying claims which they previously authorized.
Provide transparency and guidelines for any type of physician rating system.
ER SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY
Support legislation that would provide sovereign immunity to physicians who provide mandated treatment to patients in
emergency rooms.
EXPERT WITNESS CERTIFICATE
Support legislation that requires expert witnesses to become licensed in Florida and clarifies that giving expert testimony
is the practice of medicine.
PRESCRIPTION DRUG MONITORING PLAN
Support legislation to implement a mandatory prescription drug monitoring plan in Florida.
FLORIDA PATIENT SELF-REFERRAL ACT
Support legislation that would exempt physician owned sleep centers from the direct supervision requirement of the
Florida patient self-referral act.
PODIATRY
Support legislation that would conform current state statutes to the anatomical training and expertise of podiatrists,
thereby limiting their treatments to the foot and ankle.
OFF-SITE EMERGENCY ROOMS
Support legislation that would impose a moratorium on the construction of any additional off-site emergency departments in the State of Florida.
FLORIDA KIDCARE
Support the efforts of the Florida Pediatric Society to legislatively fix the Florida Kidcare Statute.
PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING
Support legislation that would require health insurers to cover an annual screening for prostate cancer for men over 40.
STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
Support legislation that would require health insurance for each student in a state university in Florida.
MENTAL HEALTH PARITY
Support legislation that would require insurance companies to provide the same coverage for mental illness as
they do for other health care problems.
FETAL ALCOHOL ABUSE
Support legislation that would provide for voluntary admission of expectant mothers for alcohol abuse treatment
services.
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Written By Lori Brown, MD, DAPM, ABIPP Pain Management Specialist
Coastal Orthopedics an Pain Management
6015 Pointe West Blvd.
Bradenton, FL 34209 painmedicinedoctor@hotmail.com

AN EPIDEMIC IN FLORIDA: Prescription Drug Abuse
An epidemic has hit Florida. Prescription drug abuse claims the lives of more than 9 people per day in the state of Florida. In 2007 a
total of 8,620 Floridians died as a result of drug related deaths and the number continues to rise in 2008 according to the Florida Medical Examiners 2008 Interim Report. Florida contains the nation’s top twenty-five oxycodone prescribers according to the United States
Drug Enforcement Administration. Nationally, prescription drug abuse has increased 94% from 1992-2003. More alarming is the
212% increase in prescription drug abuse among 12-17 year olds over the same period (CASA, Manchikanti L. Pain Physician.
2006;9:287-321).

Drug Mortality Rates
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Con’t. AN EPIDEMIC IN FLORIDA: Prescription Drug Abuse
Drug abuse has been present for centuries. The more traditional drugs of abuse, including heroin, cocaine, met-amphetamine and
marijuana, have taken a back seat to pharmaceuticals. Only recently have legal prescriptive pharmaceuticals gained such popularity. In fact, pharmaceutical grade drugs are in more demand on the streets today than the more traditional illicit drugs. Street values of $1 per milligram of oxycodone are not uncommon.
Prescription drug abuse is not limited to dark alleys and drug dealer street sales. Due to their potency and highly addictive characteristics, these compounds are also drugs of choice among middle and upper socioeconomic classes of people of all ages.
There are many reasons why people abuse prescription drugs. There is a false sense of safety because a doctor prescribes these
medications. Pharmaceutical grade drugs are felt to be less dangerous. Many mistakenly think that abuse of prescriptive drugs is
not a crime or, at least, a lesser crime because these drugs have a legitimate legal use. There is relative ease in obtaining prescriptive drugs. When surveyed, most teens admitted that they obtained abused prescriptive drugs rather easily from the medicine cabinets of family and friends.
The most commonly diverted or abused prescription drugs include opioids, central nervous system depressants, and stimulants.
Oxycontin and Vicodin, which are used most often to treat pain, are among the opioid drugs most commonly prescribed and
abused. Medications used to treat anxiety and sleep disorders include the CNS depressants, Valium and Xanax. Stimulants such
as Ritalin and Adderall are commonly prescribed for attention deficit disorder as well as certain sleep disorders. Very effective for
treatment of their respective indicated diseases, these medications have gained popularity as recreational drugs.
In fact, the latest rage among teens, “PHARMA PARTIES”, have replaced smoking in the bathroom and drinking beer at the
drive-in. Pharma (pronounced “farma”) parties involve teens meeting at a given location and dumping pharmaceuticals of all
kinds into a common bucket or bowl and then blindly taking a mix of pills for recreational purposes. Imagine mixing opioids,
amphetamines, depressants, Tylenol, sleep agents in one gulp…..a potentially deadly recipe.
Prescription drug abuse affects our culture in many ways. In fact, in 2001, the total cost of prescription drug abuse in the United
States was estimated to be $8.1 billion (Birnbaum HG et al. Clin J Pain. 2006;22:667-676). The growth of this problem continues
to escalate.

Overprescribing of opioids is considered to be at the root of the problem. There are several factors that are believed to contribute
to the problem of opioid over-prescribing: the lack of a prescription drug monitoring program in Florida; the infiltration of “pillmills”; a lack of understanding of comprehensive pain management; a lack of physician education of opioid pharmacology and
addiction medicine; and the lack of utilization of opioid risk management protocols. Some of these issues will be addressed in this
article and others in upcoming articles.
Prescription drug abuse has increased recently as a result of several factors. Opioid prescribing for chronic nonmalignant pain has
experienced a pendulum effect. Twenty–five years ago opioid prescribing was deterred in fear of addiction. Then a shift in favor
of improved patient quality-of-life occurred as our knowledge of chronic pain mechanisms developed. Recently, in the mid-late
90s, physicians were encouraged to prescribe liberally for all pain maladies. The decade of pain was established by congress. JAHCO created “pain as a fifth vital sign”, now an integral part of facility credentialing. On the coattail of this movement was big
pharma with blockbuster new drugs and millions of dollars spent on marketing. Unfortunately, the money spent by the pharmaceutical did not include appropriate opioid prescribing and addiction medicine education that most physicians lacked.
Although opioid over-prescribing is present in all medical specialties, none is more integrally involved than the specialty of pain
management. Pain management is a relatively young field of medicine that has obtained specialty recognition that includes
ACGME accredited fellowship programs and an ABMS recognized board certification process. The field of pain medicine includes vibrant research in to the mechanisms of pain and the development of chronic pain maladies. In fact, chronic pain is now
considered a disease process. Its management is universally felt by pain specialists to be best served with a comprehensive, multimodality approach.
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Con’t.

AN EPIDEMIC IN FLORIDA: Prescription Drug Abuse

Over the past several years, there has been a proliferation of medication only pain clinics. These facilities are often non-physician
owned and operate just inside the law. The physicians who practice in these facilities are rarely accredited through recognized fellowships and board certification processes. Many of these facilities take no insurance and advertise confidential, cash only services.
Some advertise armed guards in the waiting rooms. With no oversight, these facilities serve as a source to a constant supply of controlled substances to often times addicted and sometimes naïve people. It is not uncommon to find patients of these facilities receiving tens of thousands of milligrams of opioid medication each month.
Opioid over-prescribing set the stage for the development of “doctor and pharmacy shopping” and illegal internet sales. Doctor
shopping involves a person posing as a patient who presents to multiple medical providers, obtaining prescriptions from each. These
scripts are then filled and the medications end up abused or sold for profit. This means of obtaining prescription drugs has evolved
into a very specialized skill. Web sites and chat rooms exist for the sole purpose of teaching others how to realistically pose as legitimate patients including, what medical histories to give and what physical exam signs to fake. Florida has become a prescription
drug trafficking preferred site. Because states surrounding Florida have Prescription Drug Monitoring Programs and Florida does
not, drug dealers flock to our state to doctor-shop and then return to sell their product.
Today, in the United States, thirty-two states have adopted legislation to create prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMP) to
fight prescription drug abuse. To date, Florida is the largest state in the union without such a program. These programs have been
shown to deter doctor shopping and decrease prescription drug abuse by as much as 30%. Florida has unsuccessfully attempted to
pass PDMP legislation the past five years. There have been special interest groups that have fought PDMP on the unfounded
grounds of “invasion of privacy”. Within the thirty-two states with PDMP programs, there have been zero cases of privacy invasion.
A precedent has been established of successful programs including the landmark program in Kentucky.
Based on Kentucky’s success, it was soon realized that interstate trafficking of prescription drugs was the next major issue. In 1995,
President Bush signed into law the NASPER bill (National All Scheduled Prescription Electronic Registry). This bill was initiated
and passed with the efforts of the American Society of Interventional Pain Physicians. It created federal funds for state initiated prescription drug monitoring programs that allowed interstate communication and tracking. Unfortunately, due to political alliances,
this bill was never funded and still sits in Washington. Fortunately, however, through the Hal Rodgers Bill, $400, 000 in federal
money is available to Florida for implementation of a PDMP once legislation is passed.
Florida Pain organizations, including the Florida Society of Interventional Pain Physicians and the Florida Academy of Pain Medicine, and the Florida Society of Anesthesiologists have worked tirelessly on this issue for several years. Also working very hard on
this issue is the Florida Office of Drug Control. In fact, Bill Janes, MD, the executive director of the Office of Drug Control, hosted
the first Statewide Awareness day on PDMP. Over 130 people from all walks of life, representing many professions, attended this
event with one common goal: to find a solution to prescription drug abuse. For the first time, the Florida Medical Association has
given its full support to the issue of prescription drug abuse. The FMA has listed the passage of prescription drug monitoring program legislation as a top legislative priority for 2009.
These organizations endorse prescription drug monitoring program legislation in Florida that supports the creation of a mandatory
reporting system to include reporting of all scheduled prescription drugs at the point of dispensing. The database would only be accessible to physicians, pharmacists, and law enforcement officers with appropriate subpoena. The argument against increased regulation and onerous physician requirements has been voiced. Studies conducted in other states have proven physician acceptance and
utilization of physician drug monitoring programs. Implemented appropriately, such a program would decrease doctor shopping and
deter prescription drug abuse in Florida. As Sanford Silverman, MD, a pain management and addiction medicine specialist in Boca
Raton said “This is not about regulation; this is about saving lives”. Nearly all physicians, including pain management physicians,
believe that, in order to ensure the availability of opioids, as a valuable treatment to legitimate patients, we must be proactive in containing their illegitimate use.
Without a doubt, prescription drug abuse is a serious public health problem in the state of Florida. Prescription drug diversion costs
lives, increases crime and misery from drug addiction, and accelerates costs connected to treatment, medical expenses, and Medicaid
fraud. To best address the ills of this public health crisis, we need to have an appreciation of the drugs themselves, the illness that
drives many people to abuse them, as well as how to protect ourselves, our practices and, most importantly, our patients from this
growing epidemic. Over the next several issues, we will delve into each of these topics in more detail.

This is the first of a four part series that will discuss
the issues of prescription drug abuse and how it affects
the citizens of Florida.
The first part of this series introduces the reader to the
issue of prescription drug abuse in Florida. This will
be followed by “Understanding the Game: Opioid
Pharmacology”; “Know the Enemy: Understanding
Addiction and Addiction Medicine”; “Safeguard your17
self and your Practice; Opioid Risk Management”.

COVER FLORIDA
Cover Florida allows insurers to create innovative health insurance products that are affordable and
guaranteed to Floridians who have been without insurance for at least six months, or who are recently unemployed – even if there are pre-existing health conditions. The coverage is voluntary for
both individuals and for employers, and employees can even take their coverage with them if they
change jobs.
Cover Florida gives uninsured Floridians the opportunity to take charge of their own preventive
health care. Cover Florida benefit options include a robust set of benefits, such as coverage for preventive services, screenings, and office visits, as well as office surgery, urgent care, prescription
drugs, durable medical equipment, and diabetic supplies.
No tax dollars were required to create the Cover Florida health insurance plans. Instead, six private
insurance companies have partnered with the State of Florida to offer affordable health insurance
coverage. If you have gone without insurance for at least six months – or have recently lost your
employer-sponsored insurance – I encourage you to learn more about Cover Florida. It may be exactly the health insurance you have been looking for.
-Governor Charlie Crist

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Jonathan Adler, MD
Adler Eye Institute
941-753-0220

Steven Mamus, MD
Cancer Center of Manatee
941-755-0606

Julia Anne Carter
The Eye Associates
941-792-2020

Varghese Mathai, MD
EmCare

Nicole Canada, MD
Advantage Family Care, PA
941-708-3100

Bindu Nair, MD
Healthcare America
941-752-2700

Stephen Coppa, DO
Healthcare America
941-755-4242

David Nyberg, MD
Cancer Center of Manatee
941-755-0606

Arun Khazanchi, MD
Digestive Disease Specialists
941-361-1100

Anuradha Satyavolu, MD
Pinnacle Medical Group
941-792-2122
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FMA Legislative Agenda Continued

NICA
Support legislation that would expand NICA coverage to brachial plexus injuries as long as there is no
increase in the nonparticipating physician assessment.
ALLIANCE FOR A HEALTHY FLORIDA
Support legislation that would impose a one dollar increase in Florida’s cigarette excise tax with the revenues to be used to increase Medicaid reimbursement rates to Medicare levels, to provide additional funding
for the KidCare program, and to provide additional Medicaid services.
PRIMARY SEAT BELT LAW
Enact legislation that would make seat belt violations a primary offense in Florida.
ISSUES TO OPPOSE:
SCOPE OF PRACTICE EXPANSIONS
Continue to oppose all scope of practice expansions including naturopaths, ARNPs, pharmacists, optometrists, psychologists, podiatrists, direct access to physical therapists, audiologists and speech language pathologists.
PROTECT ABILITY TO SELF INSURE
Oppose legislation that will take away a physician’s ability to self insure or that will make it more difficult
for a physician to meet the financial responsibility requirements for licensure.
FOREIGN PHYSICIAN LICENSURE
Oppose any legislation that allows a physician to practice in Florida without meeting the same requirements
as all other applicants.
PHYSICIAN PROFILE ISSUES
Oppose any legislation that makes the laws relating to profiles more onerous.
HEARING INTERPRETERS
Oppose any legislation that increases the cost of hearing interpreters.
FABRE CHANGES
Oppose any legislation changing current law relating to the Fabre doctrine.
PHYSICIAN SUPERVISION ISSUES
Protect advances we have made relating to physician supervision of nurses and PAs.
ARBITRATION
Oppose any changes to the statutes/rules governing arbitration that would jeopardize the effectiveness of the
FMA created physician-patient arbitration form.
VACCINATIONS
Oppose any weakening of the requirements for childhood vaccinations in Florida.
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Regions Bank
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Group Practices May Need Additional Permit to Purchase Prescription Drugs
If you or your group practice purchases prescription drugs, you may need to obtain additional permitting. On May 1, 2008,
the Florida Legislature passed HB 7049. In addition to substantially reorganizing Chapter 499, Part I, Florida Statutes, the
bill created two new permits under the Drugs, Devices and Cosmetics Program. One of the new permits is called a “Health
Care Clinic Establishment Permit.” Effective January 1, 2009, certain medical practices may need a Health Care Clinic Establishment Permit (HCCE Permit) to purchase prescription drugs.
Go to http://www.fmaonline.org/informz/HCCEPermit.pdf for the full article.

Florida Office of Legislative Services Seeks Volunteers
The 2009 Legislative Session begins Tuesday, March 3, 2009, and the Florida Office of Legislative
Services is looking for physicians to participate in the legislature's Doctor of the Day program. The legislature needs two physicians for each day of the legislative session, one for the House of Representatives and one for the Senate. If you are interested in serving as Doctor of the Day, please contact Althea Houston with the Florida Office of Legislative Services at 850-488-6803. The 2009 Legislative
Session is scheduled to adjourn Friday, May 1, 2009.

2009 MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS
6:00-&7:00 pm Cocktails 7:00 PM Meeting Begins

Special Meeting—Tuesday, Feb 24th
E H R Seminar *no cocktail hour
For Physicians & Administrators
6:00 pm—8:30 pm
Freedom Village *Florentine Room

Tues, March 31, 2009
Mattison’s Riverside Grill
Speaker: Jonathan Fleece, Esq
“2009 Healthcare Law Update”
Sponsor: Avisena

Tues, May 19, 2009
Mangrove Grill, Palmetto
No speaker – Social Event…Meet your colleagues
Tentative sponsor: Advanced Data Systems Corp

Tues, Aug 25, 2009
Mattison’s Riverside Grill
Speaker: tbd
Sponsor: M & I Bank

Sat, Nov 14th, 2009 (Holiday Ball)
Save the Date…..IMG/El Conquistador Country Club

Tues, Nov. 17, 2009
Mattison’s Riverside Grill
Speaker: tbd
Sponsor: Gevity

We look forward to seeing you!
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Staff Communication: Liability or Asset?
From a risk management standpoint, effective communication must extend to your staff. It is the office staff that
represents the first, last and most durable impression of your practice. Often, it is through your office staff that the
majority of information is exchanged. All levels of the office staff should be trained regarding the importance of
effective communication and applies to each form of communication entailing your practice. The same risk management principles pertain to communicating by phone, fax, e mail, written correspondence, advertisements, promotional material, educational brochures and even your financial policy. Staff communication should be an asset
to your practice and not a liability. Inform staff of the following practices that undermine rapport and cause patient dissatisfaction:
• Ignoring a patient standing at the reception desk
• Failure to answer the telephone by the third ring
• Not knowing or misspelling the patient’s name
• Failing to apologize
• Admonishing others in front of the patient
• Sending mixed signals on fees and payment options
Ensure that your answering service and those physicians who may cover for you communicate as effectively as
that of your office staff.
Your staff, your answering service and any covering physicians reflect on the image of your office. Work with
them to assure they understand these guidelines and adhere to them. This will help maintain staff communication
as an asset to your practice.

Information in this article does not establish a standard of care, nor is it a substitute for legal advice. The information and suggestions contained here are generalized and may not apply to all practice situations. First Professionals recommends you obtain legal advice from a qualified attorney for a more specific application to your
practice. This information should be used as a reference guide only.
First Professionals Insurance Company is Florida’s Physicians Insurance CompanySM and the endorsed carrier
for professional liability insurance.

Revised Medicare Physician Guide is Now Available
The revised Medicare Physician Guide: A Resource for Residents, Practicing Physicians, and Other
Health Care Professionals (October 2008), which offers general information about the Medicare program, becoming a Medicare provider or supplier, Medicare reimbursement, Medicare payment policies, evaluation and management services, protecting the Medicare trust fund, inquiries, overpayments, and appeals, is now available in print format from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services Medicare Learning Network .
Go to the following link http://www.cms.hhs.gov/home/regsguidance.asp to order this guide online.
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BENEFITS OF THE MCMS
♦ MALPRACTICE INSURANCE DISCOUNT
MCMS members are eligible for a 5% discount on malpractice
insurance premiums through FPIC. The payback on this discount alone pays for your membership dues and puts money in
your pocket! Call the MCMS office for more information.

♦ PHYSICIAN INFORMATION SERVICE
The Society is pleased to answer the numerous inquiries from
the public about member physician’s medical backgrounds,
board certifications and fellowship training. A wide variety of
other patient questions are also answered on a daily basis. The
office also assists with questions from members’ office
personnel.

♦ COMMUNICATIONS
♦ WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE
Workers’ Compensation Insurance offered by Comp Options & MCMS works to keep you informed via our Vocal Chords
marketed through Professional Benefits. Participating members Newsletter, broadcast faxes and e-mails.
receive a 24.8% return on insurance premiums in 2006. Annual
dividends can actually pay for your MCMS dues. Contact Liza
Battaglia (941-957-1310).
♦ C.M.E.
Members can enjoy a free continuing education seminar in
January which include the mandatory required CME’s for
license renewal.
♦ REPRESENTATION IN THE LEGISLATURE
MCMS join with the FMA to effectively lobby the legislature
and offer testimony before legislators on issues including man♦ JOHN HANCOCK
aged care, licensing and regulations, medical liability reform
Long Term Care Insurance Policy. Long Term Care Insurance
and health care access, cost containment and other healthcare
provides coverage for services needed by people who are no
topics.
longer able to care for themselves due to chronic illness, injury
or the effects of aging.
♦ LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY UPDATES
♦ NETWORKING
Working with the FMA, MCMS provides member physicians
The MCMS hosts 5 membership meetings/dinners and 1 annual
with up-to-date information on legislative and regulatory issues Holiday Ball. These events are a great way for physicians to
concerning doctors via broadcast faxes and e-mails.
network with fellow doctors and others in the medical
community.
♦ DIRECTORY AND WEBSITE
The MCMS, in partnership with Bradenton Herald publishes a
Healthcare Services & Physicians Directory with the MCMS
member physicians. Also, in May we put a full page ad in the
Wellbeing section of all the MCMS member physicians. The
MCMS website, manateemed.org, offers information to patients
and physicians. Your link can be added to our website.

♦ DISCOUNT HOME BUILDING
The MCMS in partnership with Signature Homes of the Gulf
Coast offers member physicians a 3% discount on Harbour
Walk or Bella Sole’ on both home and home site. Call Jack
Courson, 941-747-0800.

♦ REGIONS
Endorsed by the MCMS Regions Bank offers 0.05% discount
on commercial mortgages & construction loans, equipment
♦ PATIENT REFERRAL
loans, business auto loans and business lines of credit. Call
The MCMS receives hundreds of telephone calls from individu- Dan Eveloff, VP Business Banking, 941-921-4509
als seeking physicians. We provide referrals only to MCMS
members.
♦ WE CARE
“We Care” is the indigent care program sponsored by the
♦ DR. DIAL
Manatee County Medical Society. Through “We Care”, area
Offers members a 10% discount on on all of their services.
physicians donate their services to those who have no other
Appointment Confirmation, Message Broadcasts, Lab Results. means of accessing medical care. This program is performed in
Log on to drdial.com for more inforamtion
Conjunction with the Manatee County Health Dept and local
hospitals.

Official Publication: Editor: Joseph Soler, MD, Designer: Liz Gatlin
Vocal Chords is published quarterly by the Manatee County Medical Society, Inc. 4808 26th
Street West, Bradenton, FL 34207. The opinions expressed in articles
published are those of individual authors and do not necessarily reflect official policies of the
MCMS, its staff or members. Advertising in Vocal Chords does not imply endorsement by the 26
MCMS. The Editor reserves the right to accept or reject any articles or advertising matter.
Phone: 941-755-3411, Fax: 941-753-1399

My Legislative Community
Governor Charlie Crist (R)
Office of the Governor, The Capitol
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001
(850)488-7146
Fax: (850)487-0801
Email: Charlie.Crist@myflorida.com
Chief of Staff: George LeMieux

U.S. House of Congress

Congressman Vern Buchanan (R)
District 13, covers Manatee, Sarasota, Hardee, Desoto, and Charlotte
counties.
Local Address: 235 N. Orange St., Suite 201,Sarasota, FL 34236
(941)951-6643, Fax: 641-951-2972
Washington Address: 1516 Longworth Bldg,, Washington, DC, 20515
(202)225-5015, Fax: (202)226-0828
http://www.buchanan.house.gov/contact.shtml

U.S. Senators

Senator Mel Martinez( R-FL)
State Address: 315 East Robinson Street
Landmark Center 1, Suite 475, Orlando, FL 32801
Phone: (407) 254-2573, Fax: 407-423-0941
United States Senate
Hart Senate Office Building - Courtyard 2
Washington, DC 20510
Phone: (202) 224-3041, Fax: (202) 228-5171
Tampa: 813-977-6450
Websidte: martinez.senate.gov

Senator Bill Nelson (D-FL)
State Address: 225 East Robinson Street, Suite 410, Orlando, FL
32801
(407)872-7161, Fax: (407)872-7165
Washington Address: 716 Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, DL, 20512
Phone: (202)224-5274, Fax: (202)228-2183
Toll Free: 888-671-4091 Tampa: 813-225-7040
Email: bill@billnelson.senate.gov

State Senators
State Legislatures

Representative Bill Galvano (R)
District 68, cover western portion of Manatee County
Local Address: 1023 Manatee Avenue West, Suite 715, Bradenton,
FL 34205
(941) 708-4968, Fax: (941)708-4970
Tallahassee Address: 214 House Office Building, 402 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
(850)488-4086
Email: bill.galvano@myfloridahouse.gov

Representative Ron Reagan (R)
District 67
Local Address: 7011 15th Street East, Ste. B-1, Sarasota, FL 34243
(941)727-6447, Fax: 727-6449
Tallahassee Address: 317 House Office Building, 402 South Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
(850)488-6341, fax: none
Email: ron.reagan@myfloridahouse.gov

Representative Keith Fitzgerald (D)
District 69, covers southern Manatee, University Parkway, Sarasota
Local Address: 1660 Ringling Blvd, Suite 310-311, Sarasota, FL
34236
(941) 955-8077
Tallahassee Address: 1301 The Capitol, 402 South Monroe Street,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300
(850) 488-7754
Email: keithfitzgerald@myfloridahouse.gov

Senator Mike Bennett (R)
District 21, covers parts of Charlotte, Desoto, Lee, Manatee and Sarasota Counties.
Local Address: 3653 Cortez Road West, Bradenton, FL 34210
(941) 727-6349
FAX: (941) 727-6352
Tallahassee Address: 216 Senate Office Building, 404 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100
(850) 487-5078, Fax: 800-500-1239
Email: bennett.mike.web@flsenate.gov

Senator Nancy Detert (R)
District 23, covers parts of Charlotte, Manatee and Sarasota Counties
Local Address: 1521 Tamiami Trail #303, Venice, FL 34285
(941)486-2032, District wide: (888) 349-3042
Fax: (941)486-2050
Tallahassee Address: 412 Senate Office Building, 404 South Monroe
Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100
(850) 487-5081, Fax: 850-487-5406
Email: carlton.lisa.web@flsenate.gov

Senator Arthenia Joyner (D)
District 18, covers parts of Hillsborough, Pinellas and Manatee
Local Address: 508 W. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd
Tampa, FL 33603-3415
(813) 233-4277
Fax: (813) 233-4280
Tallahassee Address: 224 Senate Office Building,
404 South Monroe Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399-1100
(850)487-5059 Fax: (888)263-7871
Email: joyner.arthenia.web@flsenate.gov
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Opposite Blake Medical Center
FOR SALE OR LONG-TERM NET LEASE
6210 17th Avenue West, off 59th Street, Bradenton, Florida
Existing Single-Story 23,000 sf Building On 3 Acres
Convert into 23,000 sf medical offices
or redevelop as a new 40,000 sf medical building
Presently used by school tenant paying $13,448/month
net net net lease ending 6/09
For sale: $4,495,000 or long-term net lease: $15 psf nnn

BLAKE MEDICAL CENTER

*

*

6210 17th Ave. W.

Vincent Crisci, Peerage Properties, LLC
212-202-1666 or Crisvin@aol.com

Brokers welcome, invited & protected.

4808 26th Street West
Bradenton, FL 34207
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